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Hmmm, you can all
go fuck yourselves

https://fstoppers.com/
business/study-claimsphotographers-get-askedfree-work-becauseeveryone-knows-theylove-379724

NEWS
1 Study Says Photographers
are constantly asked for
Free Work because people
know they love their job

•
•

•

•

A New Phenomenon call ‘Passion Exploitation’
Two Professors at Duke University Business Department
wrote a paper, “Understanding Contemporary Forms of
Exploitation”
Study of 2400 participants found that where a person was
in an artistic job they were more likely to have acceptance
of their exploitation by members of the public than those
jobs such as ‘clerk’ which were not. Bosses exploiting these
people were also more likely to feel happy about the
exploitation if the person was passionate as opposed to
those who were not passionate.

The researchers found this tendency to exploit
passion arises from two beliefs: that work is its own
reward, and that the employee would have
volunteered anyway. This is an example of
compensatory justifications.
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3 Elon Musks Starlink
Satellites are pissing off
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Facebook decided to ban all ‘Artistic Nudity’
The National Coalition Against Censorship got upset
“In recent months, Facebook has faced scrutiny for its
community guidelines and censorship practices. The site’s
policies, which make an exception for nudity in paintings
and sculptures, exclude photography. Photographers
reported having their accounts and photos deleted without
warning or explanation”
#WeTheNipple - Spencer Tunick
“We restrict the display of nudity or sexual activity because
some people in our community may be sensitive to this
type of content. Our nudity policies have become more
nuanced over time. […] While we restrict some images of
female breasts that include the nipple, we allow other
images, including those depicting acts of protest, women
actively engaged in breast-feeding, and photos of postmastectomy scarring. We also allow photographs of
paintings, sculptures, and other art that depicts nude
figures”

https://fstoppers.com/nsfw/
photographers-protestleads-facebook-admitting-itreviewing-its-policynudity-379605

Elon Musk has launched a multitude of Satellites that tour
the globe together as a single file line.
It the first of 12,000 that will be launched by the mid 2020s.
Yes 12K
The satellites are to provide a low earth internet system for
the planet with massive benefits
Bill Kell Professor at University of Alabama says that the
issue is that when the satellites reflect they are 50%
brighter than the Star Sirius which is the brightest star in
the sky. So there for will screw up your images.
Musk said ‘Bollocks’ but then asked engineers to control
rotation so that it reduces reflections back to earth

https://fstoppers.com/
astrophotography/will-elonmusk-starlink-satellitesruinastrophotography-378226
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Justin Goldman took an image of Tom Brady and Danny
Ainge at a Celtics Game in 2016 and posted it to Snapchat.
Several media outlets took the feed and reported it in their
articles - EMBEDDING it on sites
Goldman has sued but sites defended saying that it was
hosted by Twitter and NOT them so they weren’t liable
Tough Shit said the judge
Appeal Granted tough as this was going to “cause a
tremendous chilling effect on the core functionality of the
web”

https://fstoppers.com/legal/
landmark-copyright-casefeaturing-photo-tom-bradyaddresses-whether-mediacan-377542

Ceremonial Pitch
The White Sox Game was started by an unnamed
Employee
She wound up and let loose
Struck the Photographer
Some suggested that the Flash put her off and caused the
incident
Photographer and Camera are both unharmed though.

https://fstoppers.com/
humor/white-soxphotographer-has-troublecurve-gets-smokedopening-pitch-377191

GEAR
1 New Sony 600mm F4 G
Series Lens & 400 F2.8 G
Series Lens

Made for the A9 and A7 Ranges this lens is firmly Pro
3KGs in Weight
£12k or $13k
Arrives in August 2019
Extreme Aspherical Element
3 High End Flourite Elements
Extra-Low Dispersion Element for Chromatic Abberation
Similar Specs for 400 lens which was released Last September
at £10k

https://
www.digitalcameraworld.co
m/news/sony-fe-600mm-f4gm-oss-officially-unveiledboosting-sonys-pro-lenslineup
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https://fstoppers.com/gear/
sony-announcesfe-200-600mm-f56-63-goss-and-600mm-f4-gmlenses-380828

2.1 kgs
24 Elements in 17 Groups
Mirrorless Bodies
Released in August 2019 for £1995
Both Lenses are compatible with the Sony 1.4 and 2x
converters

3 DJI Robomaster

Learn Programming Concepts

•

Supports Scratch 3.0 & Python

•

Expand Robotics & Technical Knowledge

•

Project-Based Courses & Video Tutorials

•

520°/65° Yaw/Pitch HD FPV Camera

•

4WD Omnidirectional Movement

•

6 Audio/Visual Recognition Functions

•

IR/Bead Blaster with Sound Eﬀects

•

Multiple Combat & Racing Game Modes

•

Intelligent Sensing Armor Detects Hits

$499.00 from B&H
Video

https://
www.bhphotovideo.com/c/
search?
InitialSearch=yes&N=0&Nt
t=dji+robomaster&Top+Na
v-Search=&sts=ma

Pro Res RAW HDR Monitors
17”, 24” & 31” and finally a 55” Model (4KHDR at 55”)
Internal components can be upgraded to allow you get 8K
resolution out of the 4 monitors. Wont change the monitor
resolution but allows 8K recording
B&H has 17” at $3,999 - No other pricing

https://fstoppers.com/gear/
atomos-new-set-monitorand-recorder-solution-willhelp-you-color-matchset-378180

Probably the leaders in mobile flash heads. Small & Light
Next evolution of B10 (£1400)
Half as many full power cycles as B10 Air but twice the power
of the B10
Recycle time is 1/2sec quicker at 2s
Both using same batteries
Sad News £1700 or more. Not released yet

https://fstoppers.com/gear/
profoto-announces-profotob10-plus-b1xfinished-379508

4 Atomos New Onset monitor •
•
•

•
5 New B10 Plus Profoto
Strobe head

•

LINK
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Qs
1 Shelia - Hornchurch

When I use my on camera flash the results look very ‘harsh’ is
there a way I can make it appear softer and how do the
professionals do flash so that people don’t look washed out by
the flash?

2 Mike Grady - Somerset

What focal length does Image Stabilisation cease to be of any
benefit?

3 Krishnan

Why when I upload images to websites do they have a weird
pattern across them. Also in Finder, the image preview has the
same patterns but when I open the image its fine?

Graeme
4
5
6

Will there ever be a time where a pro can be on site with 1
camera with a l7fixed lens and do everything
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